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Abstract

Empirical evidence shows monetary shocks have two temporary effects on the distribution
of prices. One, the dispersion of cross-section of prices increases in response to monetary
shocks. Two, some prices change in the ‘wrong’ direction: some prices decrease in response
to positive monetary shocks, and increase in response to negative monetary shocks. We
present a model that generates the two effects of monetary shocks on the distribution
of prices as an out-of-equilibrium phenomena. Firms are related to each other through a
production network. Monetary shocks change the working capital of a subset of firms and
percolate to other firms through buyer-seller linkages. Price dispersion increases because
the percolation of a monetary shock through the production network causes prices to
differentially deviate from their steady state values. Some prices change in the wrong
direction because a shift in one firm’s demand causes a shift in another firm’s supply (and
vice-versa), thereby generating complicated chains of bi-directional price changes. Monetary
shocks can significantly disturb relative prices even when all prices are fully flexible.
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1 Introduction
Empirical evidence suggests monetary shocks have two temporary effects on the distribution
of prices. The first effect is an increase in the dispersion of cross-section of prices (Bils &
Klenow 2004). The second effect is wrong directional price changes: some prices decrease in
response to positive monetary shocks and increase in response to negative monetary shocks:
Lastrapes (2006) and Balke & Wynne (2007) report approximately 50% of commodity prices
change in the wrong direction. Although sticky price models address the increase in price dispersion
(Calvo 1983, Mankiw & Reis 2002, Sims 2003), the origin of wrong directional price changes
remains unexplained. The problem is of significance because relative price deviation is the way in
which monetary policy affects real economic activity, at least in a world where agents’ demand
and supply curves are homogeneous of degree zero with respect to prices (Friedman 1977).

In this paper, we argue that these two empirical regularities can be jointly explained as a
disequilibrium phenomena that emerges during the propagation of monetary shocks through the
production network of an economy. Furthermore, we show that the topology of the production
network influences the transmission of monetary shocks to the real economy. More specifically, the
greater the mean degree of a scale-free production network, the less pronounced the price effects
of the monetary shocks. Our analysis relies on an out-of-equilibrium extension of Acemoglu et al.’s
(2012) network economy model developed by Gualdi & Mandel (2016). We study monetary shocks
whose initial impact upon agents is heterogeneous. Monetary shocks take the form of an increase
in the working capital of a subset of firms much like in Anthonisen (2010). The firms which
experience an increase in working capital increase the demand for inputs and thereby transfer new
money to their suppliers. The suppliers in turn increase the demand for their respective inputs and
transfer money to other firms. New money percolates in the economy through demand-supply
linkages in the production network. In the short run, price dispersion increases because the
percolation of money through the production network draws prices away from their steady state
values to different degrees. Some prices deviate further from their steady state values than others
because some firms experience greater transient changes in their demand or supply. Similarly, a
negative monetary shock—a decrease in the working capital of a subset of firms—generates an
increase in price dispersion because monetary changes percolate through the production network.
In contradistinction to most models of monetary non-neutrality, within our model monetary shocks
temporarily increase price dispersion though prices are fully flexible.

In response to a monetary shock not only do prices deviate from their pre-shock steady state
values, but some deviate in the wrong direction. In other words, some firms decrease prices in
response to a positive monetary shock (and some firms increase prices in response to a negative
monetary shock). The propagation of a monetary shock through the production network is
experienced by firms as supply shocks (changes in the prices of their inputs or the availability of
working capital) and demand shocks (changes in the demand for their output). The propagation
of a positive monetary shock can generate positive supply shocks and negative demand shocks for
some firms at different time steps, thereby prodding these firms to decrease prices. For instance,
the time sequence of monetary flows through the production network, induced by a monetary
shock, can be such that some firms expand output due to the greater availability of working capital
but do not encounter compensating increases in demand. Such firms decrease prices. Other firms
may decrease prices because of decreases in the prices of some inputs, which itself may have
happened because the suppliers of these inputs were able to expand output due to a fortuitous
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position in the production network (amidst money flows induced by a monetary shock). Supply
side forces pertaining to the availability of working capital and prices of inputs are accompanied
by demand side forces in generating wrong directional price changes, simply because one firm’s
supply is another firm’s demand within a production network.

The positions of firms which first respond to a monetary shock and the buyer-seller relations
between firms on the network determine the directions, magnitudes, and time sequences of changes
in prices. The magnitude of wrong directional price changes from one time step to another can
be large enough to take some prices below their pre-shock steady state value in response to a
positive monetary shock. In the long run, price dispersion returns to its steady state level as
monetary changes complete their percolation through the network and the economy reverts to a
new equilibrium in which all prices have changed equiproportionally to the aggregate monetary
shock.

Our analysis shows that the topology of the production network plays a role in determining
the price effects of monetary shocks. Several authors have documented that real world production
networks are scale-free to some extent (Atalay et al. 2011, Konno 2009). We find that the mean
degree of the scale-free network influences both the increase in price dispersion and the wrong
directional changes in prices in response monetary shocks (see section 4.3.4). Furthermore, there
are significant differences between scale-free networks and balanced networks (regular graphs)
when the initial impact of monetary shocks falls up all agents albeit differentially (see section
4.4.2). The topology of the production network therefore is a determinant of the transmission of
monetary shocks to the real sector via its influence on relative prices.

Two assumptions of our model are pivotal in jointly generating increases in price dispersion
and wrong directional price changes. The first assumption is monetary shocks are heterogeneous
in their initial impact on agents (Christiano & Eichenbaum 1995). To understand the significance
of the first assumption note that within our model an equiproportional change in the working
capital of all agents generates no change in the distribution of relative prices: all prices change
instantaneously and equiproportionally with the same sign as the monetary shock. The second
assumption is firms respond to changes in working capital by changing production decisions, which
thereby generates the percolation of a monetary shock via the demand-supply linkages in the
production network. To understand the significance of the second assumption note that monetary
shocks will not percolate through the economy if firms production decisions do not depend on
their working capital.

There is empirical and theoretical work to support both assumptions. The heterogeneous impact
of monetary shocks on firms is well documented (Gertler & Gilchrist 1994, Iyer et al. 2013, Carbó-
Valverde, Rodríguez-Fernández & Udell 2016). The origins of the heterogeneous initial impact of
monetary shocks may be viewed through Marshall’s scissors. On the supply side of new money,
monetary shocks are transmitted from the central bank to the banking system, and from the
banking system to the real sector (Williamson 2008). Each of these transmissions works through
a network of institutional arrangements which guide the flow of new money (Bikhchandani &
Huang 1993, White 1999). Empirical work finds monetary shocks have a heterogeneous impact
on banks (Kashyap & Stein 2000, Adrian & Shin 2009). And banks have somewhat long term
lending relationships with firms (De Masi et al. 2011, Beck et al. 2017). Banks may thus pass
the heterogeneous impact of monetary shocks to firms through banks-firms networks (Delli Gatti
et al. 2010). New money flows from the central bank into the economic organism through certain
channels, and these channels do not branch homogeneously into the pockets of economic actors
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(Andrei, Herskovi & Ledoit 2017). So much for the origin of heterogeneity on the supply side. On
the demand side of new money, monetary shocks affect firms heterogeneously because of their
differing positions with respect to a variety of factors including their demands for credit (Greenwald
& Stiglitz 1993, Holmstrom & Tirole 1997, Gornemann, Kuester & Nakajima 2012, Coibion
et al. 2017). Firms with little access to internal sources of funding may be the first to avail new
credit which becomes accessible with a positive monetary shock.

Our second assumption that firms respond to changes in working capital with changes in
production decisions too finds empirical and theoretical support. The belief that firms production
decision depends on their working capital may appear somewhat odd at first glance. After all, in
a Modigliani-Miller world firms liquidity positions do not matter because of the substitutability
between liabilities. A variety of empirical evidence however shows firms respond to changes in
the availability of working capital with changes in production decisions (Stiglitz 1988, Holtz-
Eakin, Joulfaian & Rosen 1994, Clementi & Hopenhayn 2006, Manova 2012). The two critical
assumptions of our model paper therefore have some grounding in empirical reality.

Our paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a brief review of the related literature
and the origins of the ideas developed in the paper. Section 3 presents the dynamics of our model.
Section 4 investigates the impacts of monetary shocks on price dynamics and highlights how the
structure of the production network influences the propagation of monetary shocks in the economy.
Section 5 offers concluding thoughts. The Appendix illustrates the basic dynamics of our model
with a three firm economy1 .

2 Related literature
There is ample empirical literature on the impact of monetary shocks which documents the
temporary increase in price dispersion and wrong directional price changes. Evidence on the
increase in the dispersion of cross-section of prices in response to monetary shocks is documented
in a range of contrubutions, notably Belton, Cebula & Nair-Reichert (2002), Bils, Klenow &
Kryvtsov (2003), Lastrapes (2006), Balke & Wynne (2007), Bick & Nautz (2008), Baumeister, Liu
& Mumtaz (2013), and Hammoudeh, Nguyen & Sousa (2015). Wrong directional price changes
are documented in Balke & Wynne (2007), Lastrapes (2006), and Baumeister, Liu & Mumtaz
(2013). Balke & Wynne (2007) use data on monthly changes in the components of commodities
Producer Price Index (PPI). At the highest level of disaggregation (the eight digit level) the data
contains 130 time series in 1959 to 1228 time series in 2001. Lastrapes (2006) uses data of 69
commodity price indexes with complete monthly observations from 1959:1 to 2003:10. Both Balke
& Wynne (2007) and Lastrapes (2006) find that approximately 50% of commodity prices change
in the wrong direction following a monetary shock.

Several economists have tried to explain the dynamic of prices which emerge from monetary
shocks using the notion of price stickiness. Sheshinski & Weiss (1977) and Calvo (1983) developed
early models of staggered price adjustments in which price dispersion temporarily increases in
response to monetary shocks. In these models, firms adjust prices at different rates because prices

1The paper presents the most relevant results. An Online Appendix presents a comprehensive analysis of
sensitivity with respect to the model’s parameters, and an extension of our model in which firms carry working
capital reserves and inventory to dampen price movements. The Online Appendix is available online at end of the
paper : https://ssrn.com/abstract=2882994.
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are sticky and the degree of stickiness varies across firms. Mankiw & Reis (2002) developed a
model in which some firms receive information about the price level more frequently than others,
thereby producing heterogeneous price changes. Sims (2003) developed a model in which firms
change prices at different rates because they receive information with different time lags. In
essence Mankiw & Reis (2002) and Sims (2003) endogenized heterogeneous stickiness of prices.
Heterogeneous stickiness models however do not generate price changes in the wrong direction:
all prices change in the same direction albeit at different rates.

Furthermore, micro price data appears to be in contradiction with the mechanism for price
changes ingrained in heterogeneous price stickiness models. Presumably heterogeneous price
stickiness models predict flexible-prices increase before sticky-prices in response to a positive
monetary shock. Bils, Klenow & Kryvtsov (2003) however find when goods are divided into
fixed and flexible price baskets, the average price of flexible-price goods decreases in the two
months following a positive monetary shock while the average price of fixed-price goods remains
unchanged. Therefore, from an empirical point of view there is some motivation to develop models
of money-price dynamics which do not hinge on firm-level price stickiness.

Instead of relying on firm-level price stickiness, we study how wrong directional price movements
emerge from the propagation of monetary shocks through the input-output structure of the economy.
This line of research was proposed by Balke & Wynne’s (2007, p. 35): “Perhaps combining
heterogeneity in financial market frictions with an input–output structure may yield relative price
movements in response to a monetary shock closer to those documented above”. Within the
theoretical literature, our paper is closely related to Anthonisen (2010), who developed the first
explicit model of the transmission of monetary policy through an economic network. Anthonisen
(2010) discusses some aspects of the changes in relative prices due to monetary shocks but does
not explain wrong directional price changes. More broadly, our work is related to the recent
literature that attempts to gain new insights on macro-economic issues from the bottom-up
by using the structure of the production network as a key driver of macro-economic dynamics
(Carvalho 2014). Notably, Acemoglu et al. (2012) investigates how the structure of the network
determines the amplification of micro-economic shocks while Barrot & Sauvagnat (2016) analyzes
the propagation of these shocks. Bigio & La’O (2016) and Ozdagli & Weber (2017) investigate
the impact of the economy’s production structure on the macro-economic response to financial
and monetary shocks respectively. Carvalho & Voigtländer (2014) and Gualdi & Mandel (2018)
investigate the relationships between production structure and economic growth.

From an historical perspective, the origins of the ideas developed in the paper can be traced
back to Cantillon and Mises. In his “Essay on the Nature of Commerce in General”, Cantillon (1755)
highlights the percolation of monetary shocks in the economy through buyer-seller relationships.
Cantillon writes “If the increase of actual money comes from Mines of gold or silver in the State,
the Owner of these Mines, the Adventurers, the Smelter, Refiners, and all the other workers will
increase their expenses in proportion to their gains. They will consume in their households more
Meat, Wine, or Beer than before, will accustom themselves to wear better cloths, finer line, to have
better furnishes Houses and other choicer commodities. They will consequently give employment
to several Mechanichs who had not so much to before and who for the same reason will increase
their expenses [...]the demand for Meat, Wine, Wool, etc. being more intense than usual, will
not fail to raise their prices. These high prices will determine the Farmers to employ more Land
to produce them in another year: these same Farmers will profit by this rise of prices and will
increase the expenditure of their Families like others.” Cantillon however did not deduce from his
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analysis that monetary shocks can generate wrong directional price changes. This discovery was
made at the dawn of the twentieth century by Ludwig von Mises. Mises (1953, p. 140) began his
analysis of monetary shocks from the proposition that when a monetary expansion occurs, “ the
increased quantity of money is received in the first place by a limited number of economic agents
only and not by all”. Beginning with the heterogeneity proposition, Mises (1949, p. 410) analyzed
the consequences of the flow of money through the buyer-seller relations induced by a monetary
shock and deduced that some prices may fall in response to a positive monetary shock because
they are in the “most part demanded by those groups whose interests are hurt by inflation.” Mises
therefore discovered positive monetary shocks can generate negative demand shocks for some
firms and is thus a conceptual precursor of the present work. In the light of the discoveries of
Cantillon and Mises, one may christen the increase in dispersion of prices in response to monetary
shocks as the “Cantillon Effect” and wrong directional price changes as the “Mises Effect”.

3 The model
We place ourselves in the framework of the network economy studied in Acemoglu et al. (2012).
There is a finite set of monopolistically competitive firms and a representative household. We
denote the set of firms (which is also the set of goods) by N = {1, · · · ,n} and the representative
household by the index 0. The representative household supplies a constant quantity of labor l
(normalized to 1) and has preferences represented by a Cobb-Douglas utility function of the form.

u(x1, · · · , xn) =
n
∏

i=1

xβi
i (1)

with
∑n

i=1βi = 1 and βi > 0 for all i ∈ N .

The firms interact through a production network. More specifically, each firm i has a production
function fi :RM

+ →R+ of the form

fi(li,(yi j) j∈N ) = lαi (
∏

j∈N

y
ai j

i j )
(1−α) (2)

where li ∈R+ is the labor input, yi j ∈R+ the input of good j, α is the share of labor and ai j ∈R+
is the non-labor share of firm i’s production costs spent on the input from firm j. We thus assume
∑

j∈N ai j = 1−α for all i ∈N . The matrix A=(ai j)i, j∈N ∈RN×N
+ is the weighted adjacency matrix

of the production network of the economy, with ai j > 0 if and only if j is a supplier of input to i.
Let yi j denote the flow of goods from j to i if ai j > 0. This network characterizes the economy
that one can thus denote by E (A). The general equilibrium of such an economy is then defined as
follows.

Definition 1. A general equilibrium of the economy E (A) is a collection of prices (p1, ..., pn)∈RN
+ ,

wage p0 ∈ R+, production levels (q1, ...,qn) ∈ RN
+ , consumption levels (x1, ..., xn) ∈ RN

+ , labor
{l i}i∈N ∈RN

+ and commodity flows {y i j}i, j∈N ∈RN×N
+ such that:
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1. Markets clear, that is one has:

∀i ∈ N , qi = x i+
n
∑

j=1

y ji,∀i ∈ N (goods market) (3)

1=
n
∑

i=1

l i (labor market) (4)

2. The representative consumer maximizes utility, that is (x i)i∈N is a solution to
§

max u(x1, · · · , xn)
s.t

∑n
i=1 pi x i ≤ p0

(5)

3. Firms maximize profits, that is for all i ∈ N , (qi, l i,(y i j)∈RN+2
+ is a solution to

�

max piqi− p0li−
∑

j∈N p j yi j
s.t qi ≤ fi(li,(yi j) j∈N )

(6)

It is then straightforward to show (see for example the appendix to Acemoglu et al. (2012)) that this
economy has a unique equilibrium. Following Gualdi & Mandel (2016), we introduce decentralized
out-of-equilibrium dynamics in this framework. We consider time is discrete and indexed by
t ∈N. Each firm i ∈ N is initially endowed with a random amount of working capital w0

i ∈R+
and a random amount of output q0

i ∈R+. All random amounts are drawn from a uni f orm(0,1)
distribution. Each agent then engages every period in a sequence of local interactions with
its connections (buyers and sellers) in the production network. More specifically, the following
sequence of events take place every period time step t ∈N:

1. Agents determine nominal demand to their suppliers according to the network weights: the
nominal demand of firm i towards firm j is ai jw

t
i . The nominal demand of the household

towards firm j is given by β jw
t
0. And the nominal demand of firm i for labor is αwt

i .

2. Firm j sets the price pt
j ∈R+ at its “local” market-clearing value:

pt
j =

∑

i∈N ai jw
t
i +β jw

t
0

qt−1
j

(7)

The household sets market-clearing wage:

pt
0=

∑

i∈N

αwt
i (8)

3. Goods flow proportionally to demand, that is for all i, j ∈ N :

y t
i j =

ai jw
t
i

pt
j

(inputs allocation ) (9)
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x t
i =

βiw
t
0

pt
j

(consumption allocation) (10)

l t
i =

wt
i

∑

j∈N wt
j

(labor allocation) (11)

4. Working capitals are updated on the basis of revenues, for all i ∈ N :

wt+1
i =

∑

j∈N

a jiw
t
j (12)

And the household’s wealth wt+1
0 is simply the wage pt

0 because quantity of labor is
normalized to one.

5. Firms produce their output for the next period (and labor supply is replenished to 1). Namely,
for all i ∈ N :

qt
i = fi(l

t
i , y t

i j) (13)

Note that the condition in Step (1) amounts to assuming firms are rational in the choice of
input combinations as they minimise production costs. However, they are myopic in the sense
that they do anticipate potential changes in their revenues nor the need for the adjustment of
their own output price. In a similar sense, the market-clearing condition in Step (2) is local (and
partial) as it does not anticipate agents’ response to future prices2. More generally, three aspects
of the dynamic setting of our model are worth noting. First, agents make decisions based on local
information: agents decisions are based on prices of their inputs, price of their output, and their
working capital. This aspect of the model dynamics is motivated by the view that the economy
is a system of distributed decision-making where macro variable emerge from micro decisions
based on local information (Hayek 1945, Hayek 1964, Schelling 1969, Axtell 2003, Wagner 2012).
The second aspect of our model worth noting is that agents interact out-of-equilibrium. The
dynamics are non-tatonnement, nothing forbids trades at out-of-equilibrium prices. In this sense,
the dynamics of our model merges the literature on “networks & macro” (Dupor 1999, Horvath

2Within a network economy firms are unlikely to be able to forecast the time path of the prices of their
inputs and their output in response to a monetary shock. ‘Unlikely’ given the computational and informational
requirements to execute such a forecasting procedure. Prices exhibit significant and bi-directional movements
in response to a monetary shock. The time sequence of changes in prices depends on the initial distribution of
monetary shocks among agents, the network of linkages between agents, and the responsiveness of different firms
to changes in the prices of their inputs and output. In the United States there are more than six million firms
connected to each other on a production network (Axtell 2001, Atalay et al. 2011). It would be a phenomenal
task for each firm to acquire the information necessary to compute rational expectations about the time path
of the prices which matter to them. And even if the necessary information is acquired, it may be difficult to
compute rational expectation within reasonable time simply because of the size of the problem, especially given
the difficulty of computing general equilibrium (Scarf 1973, Norman 1994, Deng, Papadimitriou & Safra 2003).
There is some evidence to suggest simple heuristics perform well in such complex economic environments and
in certain circumstances even outperform decisions procedures that consider more information and involve more
computation (Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier 2011). However, these heuristic tend to vary across environments as they
emerge within the context of the decision problems faced by agents, which is why they have come to be associated
with the notion of “ecological rationality” (Gigerenzer & Selten 2002). Little is known about how agents make
decisions when faced with bi-directional changes in prices within a network setting.
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2000, Acemoglu et al. 2012) with the literature on “non-tatonnement & disequilibrium macro”
(Barro & Grossman 1976, Korliras 1977, Muellbauer & Portes 1978). Much like in the older
generation of non-tatonnment macroeconomic models, quantity signals play a role in economic
decisions (Varian 1977). Firms’ decisions are based not only on relative prices but also on realized
quantities of working capital at each time step. The third aspect of our model worth noting is
that money is not neutral. Neutral money is the idea that “the money required to make indirect
exchange possible has no influence on relative prices” (Hayek 1976, p. 87). The idea of neutral
money goes back to Wicksell and is the backbone of monetary analysis which works with notions
like the aggregate demand for money (Bilo 2018). Within our model, money is not neutral in the
out-of-equilibrium phase because firms’ production decisions depend on the availability of working
capital.

As is standard in the agent-based literature (Axtell 2000, Arthur 2006, Borrill & Tesfatsion 2011),
we analyze the behaviour of the model via monte-carlo simulations3. We first investigate
convergence of the model towards the underlying general equilibrium of the economy. As
illustrated in Figure 1 the model has robust properties of convergence towards equilibrium.
Although, relaxation time depends on the value of the exponent, we obtain convergence except in
degenerate cases (i.e. when the share of labor tends towards 0 or 1). The Online Appendix presents
convergence results of the model with variations in other parameters. In absence of monetary
shocks, the model defines out-of-equilibrium dynamics with robust properties of convergence.

3The model is developed in object oriented programming language Python. The code is available at bit-
bucket.org/VipinVeetil/networkeconomy. The code is modular and contains comments. The results of the
agent-based computational experiments can be replicated using the model code (Lucius 2017). All computational
experiments can be run, data generated, data processed, and plots created with the execution of a single line in
the terminal after downloading the code from the bitbucket repository as described in the readMe_cantillon file in
the repository.
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Figure 1: Number of time steps necessary for the economy to converge for different values of the
Cobb Douglas exponent of the production function. Cobb Douglas exponent varies from 0.1 to
0.9 with increments of 0.01. Figure presents the mean and standard error of 100 computational
experiments for each value of the Cobb Douglas exponent. Convergence is measured by the mean
absolute price change δt = 1

n

∑n
i=1
|pt

i−pt−1
i |

pt−1
i

.

4 Impacts of monetary shocks

4.1 The experimental setup
Following the insights of Cantillon and Mises as well as recent evidence on the heterogeneous
impact of monetary shocks on firms (Gertler & Gilchrist 1994, Iyer et al. 2013, Carbó-Valverde,
Rodríguez-Fernández & Udell 2016), we study monetary shocks whose initial impact is on a subset
of firms. A monetary shock is characterized by its size s and homogeneity g. Size s is specified as
a proportion of the stock of money in the economy. And homogeneity g is specified as the share
of firms initially affected by a monetary shock shock. As g increases from 0 to 1 the monetary
shock becomes more homogeneous (or equivalently less heterogeneous). For instance, s= 0.01
and g = 0.2 means a monetary shock which increases the stock of money in the economy by
1% and initially affects 20% of the firms in the economy. The shocks are implemented in the
following manner. We randomly select a share g of the firms to initially receive an increase in
working capital, denote these firms by set F . The increase in working capital of firm i ∈ F is given
by ∆wi =

wi
W sM where M is the total stock of money in the economy and W the total stock of
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money held by the firms affected by the shock. In other words, the initial increase in working
capital is such that all selected firms receive an equiproportional increase in working capital.

We ran about 105 Monte-Carlo simulations to study the effects of monetary shocks on the
distribution of prices with variations in several parameters including the size of the monetary
shock s, the homogeneity of the monetary shock g, the mean degree of the production network
d, number of firms in the economy n, and Cobb Douglas exponent of labor α (see Table 1 for
the detailed setting of parameters). We ran these experiments both on scale-free and balanced
(regular) production networks4. Scale-free networks are significant because the empirical buyer-
seller networks between firms is scale-free to some extent. Atalay et al. (2011) show the middle
portion of the degree distribution of buyer-seller network of publicly traded firms in the US follows
a power-law. And Konno (2009) show the degree distribution of the buyer-seller network between
more than one million firms in Japan follows a power-law.

We also ran experiments with an alternate specification of the initial impact of monetary
shocks, one in which the initial impact of a shock falls upon all agents albeit differentially (see
section 4.4). And finally, we ran experiments with an extension of our model in which agents
exhibit “smoothening behavior” by carrying inventory and working capital reserves to dampen
changes in price and output (see Online Appendix).

Table 1: Parameters

Parameter Description Bound Baseline
Value

Variation

α Cobb Douglas exponent (0,1) 0.25 [0.1,0.9]
d Mean degree of the production network I++ 2 [2,10]
n Number of firms I++ 1000 [1000,10000]
s Size of monetary shock (0,1] 0.01 [0.01,0.10]
g Homogeneity of monetary shock (0,1] 0.1 [0.01,1.0]

Our focus is the impact of monetary shocks on price dispersion on the one hand and on the
distribution and the signs of price variations on the other hand. We measure price dispersion using
the coefficient of variation of the cross section of normalised prices denoted by v t in period t and

4 We generate a new scale-free network for each computational experiment using Stanford Network Analysis
Project’s Python (Snapy) library. The Snapy function which generates a directional scale-free network takes two
parameters: number of nodes (N firms) and mean degree of the distribution (d). Snapy uses the Barabasi-Albert
preferential attachment algorithm to generate a scale-free network (Barabási & Albert 1999). The scale-free
network generated by Snapy is non-directional. We transform it to a directional network with randomly assigning
directions to links. We alter the network generate by Snapy in an insignificant manner to ensure all firms have a
supplier of input and demander of output among other firms. Typically, less 1% of the nodes in the Snapy network
have either no incoming edges or no outgoing edges. To each of these nodes we assign a link to a randomly
selected node, so that each node has at least one incoming link and one out going link. This allows each firm in our
model to use at least one intermediate input to produce goods and sells its output to at least one firm. The exact
buyer-seller linkages between firms on scale-free production networks varies across computational experiments
because a new network is generated for each experiment.
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defined by:

v t :=

p

(
∑m

i=1(p
t
i − p̂t)2)

p̂t
where p̂t =

∑m
i=1 pt

i

m
. (14)

We measure wrong-directional price changes by the proportion ρ t of prices below their pre-shock
steady state values:

ρ t =
1
m

m
∑

i=1

I t
i with I t

i ≡

¨

1 if pt
i < p∗i

0 otherwise
(15)

In what follows we report results from the dynamics induced by a positive monetary shock. Results
pertaining to a negative monetary shock are symmetric and reported in the Online Appendix.
We first demonstrate how increased price dispersion and wrong-directional price changes emerge
from the model (subsection 4.2) and then investigate the sensitivity of these results to changes in
structural parameters of the model (subsections 4.3 and 4.4).

4.2 Basic Results
Our first result is that the model generates two documented empirical regularities concerning the
impact of monetary shocks on the distribution of prices. More specifically, the result is as follows.

Result 1. The two price effects of monetary shocks.
Monetary shocks generate wrong directional price changes and a temporary increase in the
coefficient of variation of the cross-section of prices.

Discussion Figure 2 presents data from a computational experiment in which a positive monetary
shock occurs at the end of the first time step. The figure presents the dynamics of all 104 prices
in the economy with a scale-free production network, with each price normalized to its pre-shock
steady state value5. Figure 2 shows the dispersion of the cross-section of prices increases in
response to a positive monetary shock as prices deviate away from each other reflected by the
cone in the figure. As time moves forward the dispersion of cross section of prices decreases as
reflected in the decreasing width of the cone region. Figure 3(a) presents the impulse response of
the coefficient of variation of prices to positive monetary shocks. The coefficient of variation of
prices temporarily increases on both balanced and scale-free production networks.

Figure 2 also shows some prices decrease in the response to the positive monetary shock as
some prices are below one on the y-axis. In the first time step after a positive monetary shock, the
firms who experience the initial injection of working capital increase demand for inputs and the
suppliers of these inputs increase prices. Therefore, there are only price increases in the first time
step after a positive monetary shock. The firms that receive the initial money injection gather
more inputs at time step one and expand output (sold at time step two). These firms decrease
prices at time step two if they do not meet a compensating increase in demand. In the third and
following time steps, some firms decrease prices because they experience negative demand shocks
or positive supply shocks due to the percolation of money through the production network. Note
that a monetary shock which increases the price-level by 1% in the long run causes some prices

5The normalization of prices is consistent with VAR models that control for the initial distribution of prices
(Lastrapes 2006).
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to decrease by 1−10% in the second, third, and fourth time step after the shock6. Figure 3(b)
presents the impulse response of wrong directional price change in response to positive monetary
shocks. There are wrong directional price changes on both balanced and scale-free production
networks. Furthermore, Figure 3(b) 5−30% of the prices change in the wrong direction in the
first five time steps after a monetary shock.

Figure 2: All price time series from one model run with a positive monetary shock. Parameters:
n= 104, α= 0.1, g = 0.1, d = 2, s= 0.01.

6Within our model, monetary shocks generate significant variability in individual prices over time and not just
in the cross-section of prices across firms. This is line with the empirical evidence documented by Domberger
(1987) and Andrei, Herskovi & Ledoit (2017). See Online Appendix for individual price time series.
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(a) v t (b) ρ t

Figure 3: Impulse response of price variation and wrong directional price change to a positive
monetary shock on scale-free and balanced networks. The value for each time step is the mean
value for the time step from 100 computational experiments. Parameters: n= 1000, α= 0.1,
d = 2, g = 0.1.

4.3 Parameter variation and sensitivity analysis
4.3.1 Sensitivity to the size of the shock

We first investigate the sensitivity of our results with respect to the size of the monetary shock,
by which we mean the size of the monetary injection as a proportion of the total monetary mass
in the economy. The principle result is as follows:

Result 2. Variation in the size of monetary shocks s.
The rise in variation of cross-section of prices increases with the size of monetary shocks. Wrong
directional price change decreases with the size of monetary shocks.

Figure 4 presents v and ρ averaged over the first six time steps after a monetary shock, with
variation in the size of monetary shocks. Figure 4(a) shows price variation v increases with the size
of monetary shocks. The greater the size of a monetary shock, the greater the temporary shifts in
demand and supply encountered by firms as money percolates through buyer-seller linkages. With
perfectly homogeneous shocks (an equiproportional increase in the working capital of all firms and
the wealth of the household), v would not increase with the size of the shocks because all prices
would move in unison in response to the shocks though their movements may be large. Larger
size shocks generate larger increases in v because heterogeneous shocks percolate from one firm
to another generating sequential and differential deviations in prices from each other. Figure 4(b)
shows wrong directional price change ρ decreases with an increase in the size of positive monetary
shocks. This is because greater money injections generate greater positive demand shocks for the
firms and therefore fewer firms decrease prices.
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(a) v (b) v t

Figure 4: Short run price response to positive monetary shocks of different sizes. Parameters:
n= 1000, α= 0.1, g = 0.1, d = 2. Positive monetary shocks range from 0.01 to 0.1 with
increments of 0.001, with 100 experiments for each size of shock.

4.3.2 Sensitivity to the homogeneity of the shock

Here we investigate the sensitivity of our results to the homogeneity of the shock, by which we
mean the proportion of firms initially affected by a monetary shock. The principle result is as
follows:

Result 3. Variation in the homogeneity of monetary shocks g.
The rise in variation of cross-section of prices decreases with the homogeneity of monetary shocks.
Wrong directional price change has a non-monotonic relation with the homogeneity of monetary
shocks.

Figure 5 presents v and ρ averaged over the first six time steps after a monetary shock,
with variation in the homogeneity of monetary shocks. Figure 5(a) shows price variation v
decreases with the homogeneity of the monetary shock. As the shock becomes more homogeneous,
the initial money injection is spread over a greater proportion of firms, which in turn causes
prices to move more in tandem with one another. In the limit, if the initial monetary shock is
equiproportionally distributed among all firms and the household, all prices change instantaneously
and equiproportionally to the monetary shock and there is no increase in price variation.

Figure 5(b) shows for sufficiently low homogeneity of monetary shock, a strictly positive
proportion of prices are below steady state in response to a positive monetary shock. However,
when the homogeneity of monetary shock is sufficiently high, the proportion of prices that decrease
below steady state in response to a positive monetary shock goes to zero. Figure 5(b) shows
the relation between homogeneity and wrong directional price change ρ is non-monotonic. The
cause of the non-monotonic relation is as follows. Let F denote the set of firms which receive the
initial money injection and S denote the set of firms which supply inputs to firms in set F . Wrong
directional price change is generated by the firms that gather more inputs (and expand output) at
one time step but do not experience a compensating increase in demand at the consequent time
step. In the first time step after a positive monetary shock, firms in set F gather a greater share
of resources by bidding them away from competing users of the inputs. In the second time step
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after the shock, firms in set F expand output and consequently decrease price if they do not face
a compensating increase in demand. Firms in set S follow with a one step time lag. Firms in set
S receive new money at time step one through an increase in demand for inputs from firms in
set F . Firms in set S purchase a greater share of inputs (by outbidding competing users) and
consequently expand output at time step two. These firms decrease price at time step three if
they do not encounter a compensating increase in demand. The suppliers of inputs to firms in set
S follow with a two step time lag, and so forth for other firms in the economy.

With low homogeneity few firms experience (and pass on) the initial money injection: set F
is small and therefore set S tends to be small. Therefore, with low homogeneity few firms are
able to gather more inputs and consequently decrease prices (at the consecutive time step) simply
because few firms experience inflows of money at the early time steps. With high homogeneity,
though many firms experience inflows of money at the early time steps, not many of them are
able to gather more inputs by outbidding competing users of inputs because the competitors too
experience inflows of new money. Therefore, with high homogeneity few firms are able to gather
more inputs and consequently decrease prices (at the consecutive time step). Maximum wrong
directional price change therefore occurs when homogeneity is neither too low, nor too high, when
sufficiently large number of firms experience the initial money inflows but not enough of their
competitors experience similar inflows.

(a) v (b) v t

Figure 5: Short run price responses to a positive monetary shock with different homogeneity of the
shock. Parameters: n= 1000, α= 0.1, g = 0.1, d = 2. Homogeneity of monetary shocks range
from 0.01 to 1.0 with increments of 0.001, with 100 experiments for each value of homogeneity.

4.3.3 Sensitivity with joint variation in size and homogeneity of monetary shock

Here we investigate the sensitivity of price variation v and wrong directional price changes ρ with
joint variation in the size s and homogeneity g of monetary shocks. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) are
heatmaps of the values of v and ρ, with the x-axis presenting values of size s and the y-axis
presenting values of homogeneity g. Figure 6(a) shows that the lower the homogeneity and the
greater the size of monetary shocks, the greater the responsiveness of price variation. Figure
6(b) shows that while wrong directional price changes decrease with the size of the monetary
shock (as in Figure 4(b)), wrong directional price changes have a non-monotonic relation with
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the homogeneity of monetary shock (as in Figure 5(b)). Overall, the results from joint variations
in parameter pairs are consistent with the inferences drawn from variations in single parameters.
The monotonic relation between size s and wrong directional price change ρ holds for a range of
values of homogeneity g, similarly the non-monotonic relation between homogeneity g and wrong
directional price change ρ holds for a range of values of size s. Therefore, the joint-parameter
variations show that the inferences drawn from single parameter variations are not limited to
particularly values of other parameters.

(a) v (b) ρ

Figure 6: Short run price responses to a positive monetary shock with different size and homogeneity
of the shock. Parameters: n= 1000, α= 0.1, d = 2. Size of monetary shock ranges from 0
to 0.1 with increments of 0.01, homogeneity of monetary shocks range from 0.01 to 1.0 with
increments of 0.01, with 5 experiments for each combination of size s and homogeneity h.

4.3.4 Sensitivity with respect to network structure

Here we investigate how structural properties of the economy affect the propagation of monetary
shocks by considering the sensitivity of the dynamics to the mean degree of the input-output
network. The principle result is as follows:

Result 4. Variation in the mean degree of the production network.
The rise in variation of cross-section of prices decreases with the mean degree of the production
network. Wrong directional price change decreases with the mean degree of the production
network.

Figure 7 presents v and ρ averaged over the first six time steps after a monetary shock, with
variation in the mean degree of the (scale-free) production network. Figure 7(a) shows price
variation v in response to a positive monetary shock decreases with the mean degree of the
scale-free production network. As the mean degree of the production network increases, so does
the connectivity between firms and the connections of the largest firms in the economy, therefore
the shock itself spreads more uniformly across the production network. This means as the mean
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degree of the production network increases, prices move more in tandem with each other, thereby
generating less variation in price responses to monetary shocks.

Figure 7(b) shows wrong directional price change is negatively related to the mean degree
of the production network. Note that within our model it is the positive supply shocks and the
negative demand shocks generated by a positive monetary shock which create wrong directional
price changes. Greater connectivity homogenizes a monetary shock by dispersing it among many
firms, and thereby decreases the frequency and the size of positive supply shocks and negative
demand shocks which follow from a positive monetary shock.

The result that the price effects of monetary shocks decrease with the mean degree of the
production network is significant from the point of view of short term and long term changes in the
production network. With respect to short term dynamics of production networks, using US data
on firm buyer-seller networks Taschereau-Dumouchel (2018) reports that periods of low economic
activity are associated with fewer well connected producers. He identifies certain theoretical
mechanisms associated with the spread of idiosyncratic productivity shocks which generate the
relation between production network connectivity and level of economic activity. In so far as well
connected firms homogenise monetary shocks by spreading it among many suppliers of inputs,
fewer well connected firms means the percolation of new money in the network takes more time
thereby generating greater price effects. Our model coupled with Taschereau-Dumouchel’s (2018)
work suggests periods of low economic activity will be associated with greater price effects of
monetary shocks. With respect to long term dynamics of production networks, Acemoglu & Azar
(2017) argue richer nations have “denser” production network. They identify certain theoretical
mechanisms associated with the adoption of technology that generates denser network connections
with economic growth. Xu-Hua, Chen & Chen (2013) shows that density in scale-free network
corresponds to mean degree. Our model coupled with Acemoglu & Azar’s (2017) empirical work
suggests the price effects of monetary shocks will decrease with economic growth.

(a) v (b) v t

Figure 7: Short run price responses to a positive monetary shock with different mean degree
of scale-free production network d. Parameters: n= 1000, α= 0.25, g = 0.1, s= 0.01. Mean
degree of scale-free production networks range from 1 to 10 with increments of 1, with 100
experiments for each value of mean degree.
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4.4 Generalized monetary shocks
4.4.1 The specification of monetary shocks

So far we studied a system in which the initial impact of a monetary shock falls upon a subset
of firms. In this section, we report results from computational experiments in which the initial
impact of a monetary shock falls upon all agents albeit differentially. The differential impact of
monetary shocks is captured by a diversity parameter θ . Namely, let λi =

wi
M denote the ratio of

agent i′s nominal money holding to the stock of money in the economy. ∆M denotes the size
of a monetary shock and ∆wi denotes the change in firm i′s working capital (or the households
wealth) due to the initial impact of a monetary shock. We consider the change in agent i′s money
holdings due to the initial impact of a monetary shock is given by ∆wi = zi(λi+εi)∆M , where εi

is drawn from an uniform distribution is [0,
θ

1+n
] and zi =

1
1+
∑n

i=0εi
is a normalization term. Note

that a monetary shock is equiproportional if ∆wi =λi∆M for all agents i. Thus the parameter
θ measures the extent to which the monetary shock experienced by each firm differs from the
aggregate measure of monetary shock. In some senses, θ represents the wide variety of differences
among firms including their liquidity positions which influence the initial impact of a monetary
shock on different firms, as shown by the empirical literature on the impact of monetary shocks
(Gertler & Gilchrist 1994, Iyer et al. 2013, Carbó-Valverde, Rodríguez-Fernández & Udell 2016).

4.4.2 Further impacts of network structure

This specification of monetary shocks further highlights the role of the network structure and of
the heterogeneity of shocks on the dynamics of prices. The principle result is as follows:

Result 5. The topology of the production network matters when the initial impact of
monetary shocks is upon all agents.
The rise in variation of cross-section of prices is greater on scale-free network than balanced
network. There are no wrong directional price changes on balanced network for θ ∈ (0,1).

Figure 8(a) shows v temporarily increases in response to positive monetary shocks. Figure
8(b) shows there are wrong directional price changes on scale-free network. The basic results of
our model do not depend on the initial impact of monetary shocks being experienced by a subset
of agents, the two price effects of monetary shocks occur even when the initial impact of a shock
is upon all agents. This is simply because the non-equiproportional initial impact of a positive
monetary shock on all agents generates out-of-equilibrium monetary flows, which in turn cause
positive supply shocks and negative demand shocks, and consequently price decreases.

In the previous experimental setting when the initial impact of monetary shocks was upon a
subset of firms, scale-free and balanced network exhibited comparable responses of price variation
v and wrong directional price change ρ (see Figure 3). Figure 8(a) shows the temporary increase
in v is greater on scale-free network than balanced network. Figure 8(b) shows there are wrong
directional price changes on scale-free network but not on balanced network7. The specification of
monetary shocks interacts with the topology of the production network to generate the price effects
of monetary shocks. The imbalances (or irregularity) in the connections among firms aggravates

7In experiments not reported here, we see small wrong directional price changes on balanced network for θ > 2.
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small differences in the initial impact of monetary shocks and thereby generates considerable
out-of-equilibrium money flows on scale-free networks. The topology of the balanced network on
the other hand dampens small differences in the initial impact of monetary shocks.

(a) v t (b) ρ t

Figure 8: Impulse response of price variation and wrong directional price change to a positive
monetary shock on scale-free and balanced networks . The value for each time step is the mean
value for the time step from 100 computational experiments. Parameters: n= 1000, α= 0.1,
d = 2, s= 0.01. These results pertain to the setting in which the initial impact of monetary
shocks falls upon all agents albeit differentially.

5 Concluding thoughts
We have presented an analysis of the impact of monetary shocks on the distribution of prices
using a simple model of out-of-equilibrium dynamics in a network economy. Despite its simplicity
our model robustly reproduces the fact that price dispersion increases after a shock and the more
puzzling fact that some prices decrease after a monetary shock. This second empirical phenomena
was hitherto unexplained. The central message of the paper is that the puzzling wrong directional
change in prices is essentially an out-of-equilibrium phenomena. It results from the heterogeneous
propagation of monetary shocks through the production network of the economy, which is capable
of generating large discrepancies between the supply a firm can provide (given relaxed financial
constraints) and the realised demand it faces. Firms might have to temporarily adjust their prices
downwards to correct this local disequilibrium.

Our analysis found that the topology of the production network influences the transmission of
monetary shocks to real sector via its influence on prices. In the context of scale-free production
networks, an increase in the mean degree of the production network decreases the proportion
of prices that change in the wrong direction and the deviation of prices from their steady state
values. Differences in the production network across nations is likely to generate differences in the
price effects of monetary shocks. Similarly, changes in the production network over business cycle
conditions is likely to generate changes in the impact of monetary shocks. Empirical evidence
suggests production networks vary across nations and with business cycle conditions (Acemoglu &
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Azar 2017, Taschereau-Dumouchel 2018). This is motivation for models of monetary policy to
incorporate information on the structure and the cyclical dynamics of production networks.

Our model can be extended to generate hysteresis and permanent effects of monetary shocks
on the economy. For instance, in the dynamic version of the model presented in Gualdi & Mandel
(2016), firms enter and exist the network based on relative prices. Within such a setting in so far
as monetary shocks change relative prices, monetary shocks will influence firm entry and exist,
and therefore the production network. Since the adjacency matrix of the production network
influences equilibrium prices, monetary shocks by changing the adjacency matrix will generate
permanent effects on the economy. Similarly, in the version of the model developed by Gualdi &
Mandel (2018) to study endogenous growth, innovation is influenced by relative prices. In this
setting too, monetary shocks will have permanent effects on the economy by influencing firms’
decisions on innovations and link formation.

Much of the analysis on why money matters has proceeded along two lines of thought. The first
of which is the idea the monetary shocks affect real economic activity because of a misperception
of the price-level (Lucas 1972, Cooley & Hansen 1998, Collard & Dellas 2010). The second is
the idea that prices are slow to adjust and therefore quantities adjust in response to monetary
shocks (Ball & Mankiw 1994, Mankiw & Reis 2002). This paper presented a third reason for
why money matters, which is the relative price effects caused by the percolation of monetary
shocks through the production network. Our approach to money differs fundamentally from
monetary-misperception and sticky-price models because within our model the relative price
effects of monetary shocks occur only in the out-of-equilibrium phase generated by a monetary
shock. Monetary shocks, which are heterogeneous in their initial impact, disturb the steady state
distribution of working capital among firms and thereby generate a ‘reflux of flows’ if you will.
This reflux of money flows disturbs relative prices until the distribution of working capital reaches
its new steady state. Monetary shocks have no relative price effects in equilibrium: the post-shock
equilibrium differs from the pre-shock equilibrium only in the price-level.

As to whether the central role of disequilibrium in our model is a defect or a strength depends on
one’s view of the economic system. If like Milton Friedman (1961) one believes monetary shocks do
indeed generate temporary disequilibrium, then out-of-equilibrium dynamics is not only a strength
but a sacrosanct feature of our model. The idea that monetary shocks disturb equilibrium was
common among the older generation of monetary theorists including Knut Wicksell, Ludwig Mises,
and Friedrich Hayek. Nearly all modern work on network economy has however proceeded along
equilibrium lines, at first concerning the propagation of real shocks and more recently on questions
of money and finance (Dupor 1999, Horvath 2000, Acemoglu et al. 2012, Bigio & La’O 2016).
This paper is an early step in studying out-of-equilibrium dynamics of a network economy. Our
investigation found that one aspect of relative price distortion due to monetary shocks—wrong
directional changes in prices—occur only when the economy is far from equilibrium. Wrong
directional price changes (the Mises Effect) vanishes as an economy gets to the neighborhood of
equilibrium, and therefore cannot be studied—at least not in their full magnitude—by linearization
of the equilibrium at epsilon distance from the steady state.
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A Price dynamics of a three firm economy
This section illustrates the price dynamics of our model using an economy with three firms and
a representative household. The firms are connected to each other as depicted in Figure 9: the
production network is a regular graph. The arrows in Figure 9 indicate the flow of goods, money
flows in the opposite direction. A representative household (not in the figure) buys goods from
and sells labor to all three firms. The household’s preference is homogeneous (βi =

1
3∀i ∈ N)

and therefore the household divides its expenditure equally among the three firms. Each firm
spends α portion of its expenditure on labor and divides the rest equally among the other two
firms (ai j =

1
2∀i, j ∈ N). Figure 10 shows the responses of prices to a positive monetary shock at

time step indexed by zero. Figure 10(a) presents the case in which the initial impact of monetary
shock is on Firm A. Figure 10(b) presents the case in which the initial impact of monetary shock
is on Firm A and Firm B. Figure 10(c) presents the case in which the initial impact of monetary
shock is on all three firms. Figure 10(d) presents the case in which the initial impact of monetary
shock is on all firms and the representative household.

Figure 10(a) shows price dynamics in response to a positive monetary shock to Firm A. When
Firm A receives a positive monetary shock, it increases the demand to Firm B and therefore Firm
B increases price at t = 1. Money flows from Firm A to Firm B (and to the household). Firm A
gathers more inputs and expands output at t = 1 which is sold at t = 2. Firm A does not meet a
compensating increase in demand at t = 2, and therefore decreases its price. Firm B increases its
demand at t = 2 because it received new money from Firm A at t = 1. Firm C experiences an
increase in demand (as Firm B buys from Firm C) and therefore increases its price at t = 2. Firm
B decreases its price at t = 2 because it faces less demand than it did at t = 1 because Firm A
does not have as much money at t = 2 as it did at t = 1. There are bi-directional price changes
at t = 2: Firm A and Firm B decrease prices, Firm C increases its price. Firm A’s price decrease
is sufficiently large to take the price below its pre-shock steady state level.

Figure 10(b) shows price dynamics in response to a monetary shock to Firm A and Firm B:
new money is equally divided among the two firms. At t = 1, Firm A increases demand towards
Firm B and the household, Firm B increases demand towards Firm C and the household. Firm B
and Firm C increase their prices equally at t = 1 since both face an equal increase in demand
albeit from different sources (Firm C from Firm B, and Firm B from Firm A). Firm A and Firm B
are able to gather more inputs and consequently expand output at t = 1 which is sold at t = 2.
At t = 2 Firm B decreases its price because Firm B does not meet a compensating increase in
demand from Firm A and the household, note that Firm A has less money at t = 2 than it did
at t = 1. Though Firm A expands output at t = 1, it increases price at t = 2 because it meet a
more than proportional increase in demand. The reason Firm A meets a large increase in demand
at t = 2 is that new money goes from Firm B to Firm C which demands Firm A’s goods, and
from Firm A and Firm B to the household which also demands Firm A’s goods. Firm C also
increases its price at t = 2 due to both demand and supply side forces. Firm C had to decrease its
production at t = 1 because Firm A and Firm B were able to gather a greater share of inputs
with new money, and therefore Firm C carried less output into t = 2. On the other hand, part of
the new money in the hands of Firm A was transferred to Firm B at t = 1, and Firm B uses some
of this money to demand goods from Firm C at t = 2. Yet again there are bi-directional price
changes at t = 2: Firm A and Firm C increase prices, and Firm B decreases it price. Furthermore,
Firm B’s price decrease is sufficiently large to take the price below its pre-shock steady state level.
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Note that in this example, one of the firms which received new money at t = 0 (namely Firm B)
increases its price at t = 2. Firm B was able to gather more inputs at t = 1 and expand output:
the positive monetary shock did generate a positive supply shock. Firm B entered t = 2 with
greater output due to the positive supply shock, however it experienced a positive demand shock
which overwhelmed the positive supply shock, thereby generating an increase in price. Note also
that Firm C decreases its price (slightly) below its pre-shock level at t = 3, though Firm C did
not receive the initial money injection. This is to illustrate not all firms which receive the initial
money injection decrease prices below their pre-shock values, nor do firms which do not receive
the initial money injection maintain prices above their pre-shock values.

Figure 10(c) shows price dynamics in response to a monetary shock to all firms: new money is
equally divided among all firms. Since the production network is a regular graph all prices move
equiproportional and in the same direction. At t = 1 all prices increase as each firm faces an
increase in demand from another firm, and therefore all firms increase prices. Furthermore, firms
are able to gather a greater share of each other’s output as an input into their own production
process by bidding goods away from the household’s consumption (as the household did not
receive new money). Using the greater share of inputs gathered, firms expand output at t = 1
and therefore decrease prices at t = 2.

Figure 10(d) shows price dynamics in response to a monetary shock to all agents: new money
is equiproportionally divided between the firms and the household. All price instantaneously jump
their new equilibrium level, the monetary shock does not distort relative prices. There are no
out-of-equilibrium dynamics when monetary shocks are perfectly homogeneous.

Figure 9: A three firm economy: direction of arrows indicates the flow of goods.
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(a) Shock to Firm A (b) Shock to Firm A and Firm B

(c) Shock to all firms (d) Shock to all firms and the household

Figure 10: Price dynamics of a three firm economy with a positive monetary shock. Parameters:
n= 3, α= 0.1, s= 0.1.
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